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Abstract--Using two models that incorporate a nonlinear forward-bazkward heat equation, we 
demonstrate the existence of well-defined weak solutions containing shocks for diffusive problems. 
Occurrence of shocks is connected to multivalued inverse solutions and nonmonotone potential func- 
tions. Unique viscous solutions are determined from perturbation theory by matching to a shock 
layer condition. Results of direct numerical simulations are also discussed. 
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In this paper, we will construct implicit weak solutions containing shocks for systems based on the 
nonlinear forward-backward heat equation. We will demonstrate that solutions with such jump 
discontinuities can generally occur in diffusive models with nonmonotone potential functions. 
Consider the weakly parabolic nonlinear diffusion equation 
Ou 0 D, u , _.~x ' (1) Ot Ox 
where the diffusion coefficient D(u) attains both positive and negative values for the range of 
u being examined (see Figure 1). This model has many physical applications and interesting 
mathematical properties. Our study of (1) will include construction of a traveling wave solution 
for a nonlinear Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation and a similarity solution for the Cahn-Hilliard 
equation. 
In the limit of sharp interfaces, equation (1) represents he leading order outer problem for 
the Cahn-Hilliard model for phase separation. For nearly immiscible fluids, there is a sharp 
interface separating regions of almost pure fluid phases. Dynamics of such phase interfaces have 
been extensively studied using models like the Cahn-Hilliard equation [1,2] and the lubrication 
equation for Hele-Shaw flow. These equations are fourth order evolution equations containing 
terms that account for surface tension and interracial energy. For example, the one-dimensional 
Cahn-Hilliard equation [1] is 
Ou& Ox 202 ( 202u "~ - . / (u )  - (2)  
where the -e2uxz term is the interfacial energy contribution to the chemical potential. The 
homogeneous chemical potential f(u) is taken to be a nonmonotone function [3] .(see Figure 1). 
If we define the diffusion coefficient in (1) by D(u) - ft(u) and neglect the interfacial contribution 
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Figure 1. Potential function f(u) and diffusion coefficient D(u). 
in (2) as e --~ 0, then we recover the nonlinear diffusion equation (1) with a diffusion coefficient 
that can take on negative values. Some of the mathematical properties of this form of forward- 
backward heat equation were studied by Hollig [4], and it has applications to several physical 
problems [3-6]. However, this equation is plagued by questions of ill-posedness and nonuniqueness 
due to its connection to the backward heat equation. Using perturbation theory, we will construct 
a well-defined similarity solution of (1) and show how uniqueness i given by specifying the form of 
the higher order interfacial energy terms. First, however, we will introduce our general approach 
by solving the simpler problem of finding a traveling wave solution for a nonlinear convective 
Cahn-Hilliard equation. 
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Figure 2. Multivalued solution Z(U) and potential function f(U). 
Consider the convection-diffusion model 
0U 0U 02 ( 202U~ 
O---t + U~x = c9x2 - f (u )  -- ~ ~x2 ) . (3) 
This equation can be generated either by adding a convective term to (2) or by considering a
Kuramoto-Sivashinsky [7,8] equation generalized to include nonlinear diffusion as in (1). We will 
find a steady profile traveling wave solution of (3) of the form u(x, t) = U(z), where z = x - ct 
and c is the wave speed. Using this ansatz, (3) reduces to the ordinary differential equation 
(U - c)U' = (D(U)U') '  - e2V "". (4) 
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Searching for a smooth, slowly varying outer solution of (4), we neglect he O(e 2) term and obtain 
the implicit solution 
f u D(u) du z(U) = A - cu + ½u 2' (5) 
where A is a constant of integration. For concreteness, consider the specific problem of finding a 
front with U(z ---+ -¢x)) ~ 3, U(z --, oo) --+ -2  for (3) with .f(U) = U3/3 - U. In this case, (5) 
yields 
1LY ~ 
z(U) = Z(U) -2U + 51n(3-U) -51n(V+2) ,  (6) 
(see Figure 2) with c = 1/2 and D(U)  = U 2 - 1 (see Figure 1). Observe that this is a multivalued 
wave profile and hence cannot correspond to a real, physical solution of (3). Drawing parallels 
to nonlinear breaking waves, one might be tempted to construct a weak solution from Z(U)  by 
inserting a shock [9]. However, considerations of weak solutions [9] show that U may have a 
finite jump-discontinuity, but the potential ](U) must still be continuous across the shock. From 
Figure 2 it is clear that this condition cannot be satisfied by any shock position. We note that 
the outer problem (4) can be expressed as the phase plane system 
dU V dV (U - c)V  
d"'~ = D(U) '  dz - D(V)  ' (7) 
with integral curves V(U)  = U2/2 -cU+A (see Figure 3). The phase plane shows that there does 
exist an integral curve corresponding toa solution (5) of our problem, but the direction field shows 
that it cannot be a smooth continuous function due to singular lines at D(U) = 0 (U = 4-1). The 
resolution of this conflict is given by connecting the upper branch of Z(U)  to the lower branch 
of a phase-shifted solution Z(U)  - zo by a shock in such a way that f (U)  is continuous across 
the shock. The placement of the shock and the value of z0 is uniquely determined by solving the 
inner problem for (4). 
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F igure  3. The  U-V phase  plane.  
From singular perturbation theory, we can resolve the structure of the shock in the limit e --* 0 
by introducing the stretched variable 
¢ _ z - _____e+ ' (8)  
where zs is the shock position. Under this change of variables to leading order, (4) reduces to a 
balance between the potential function and the surface tension 
d2U 
f (U)  - dr----.- ~ = B + O(e) (9) 
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on the interval - co  < ~ < co, where B is a constant of integration. To match this shock layer to 
the smooth outer solution, U must approach constant values U+ and U_ as I¢[ --* oo. From (9), 
this condition requires that f(U±) -- B. Then the implicit shock solution is given by 
; ]  du (10) 
¢(U) =-  . V /2 (F (u) -  Su) '  
where F(U) = f :  f(u) du and U(O) = Us. The constant S is uniquely determined by forcing the 
integrand of (10) to diverge as U ~ U+. Pego [2] showed that this condition is given by an equal 
area rule for f(U), 
1+ (f(u) - B ) : -=  0, (11) du 
and it can be shown that B = f(Us) [10]. For our example, these considerations specify the 
values U+ -- =t=v~ across the shock with B = 0. This shock layer corresponds to a quick jump 
over the "bad" section of the phase plane where D(U) < 0 (see Figure 3) and yields the weak 
solution for e = 0 
Z(U), V > U+, 
= z(u)  - zo, u < v_ ,  
(12) 
with z0 = Z(U_) - Z(U+) (see Figure 4). Note that for e > 0, (12) is the leading order outer 
solution of (4), which may be combined with (10) to yield the uniformly convergent solution. In- 
deed, numerical calculations shown in Figure 5 illustrate the convergence of the smooth solutions 
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Figure 4. The analytic onstruction of the weak solution (12). 
We conclude with a discussion of the analogous process for finding diffusive similarity solutions 
of (2). Consider a Dirichlet problem for (1) on 0 < x < co with boundary conditions u(O,t) = 1 
and u(x --* oo, t) ~ 0 and initial condition u(x, 0) = 0, where D(u) < 0 on some interval (ua, Ub) 
in 0 < u < 1. Seeking a similarity solution of the form u(x, t) = U(y), where y = x/v~, we 
obtain the ordinary differential equation 
1 U' ~y (y)---(D(U)U'(y))', (13) 
with boundary conditions U(0) = 1 and U(y --+ co) ~ O. By expressing the solution in inverse 
variables as y = y(U), the ordinary differential equation for the implicit solution becomes 
l y (u  ) = ( D(U)'~' (14) 
\ y , (u ) ]  " 
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Figure 5. Numerical convergence of solutions of (4) to the weak solution as e --- 0. 
For uniformly parabolic problems with D(U) > 0, equations (13) and (14) are equivalent. How- 
ever, if D(U) is negative over some range of U, then solutions of (14) are nonmonotone functions. 
The corresponding inverses of these functions are multivalued solutions which clearly cannot be 
classical solutions of (13). Hence it is necessary to construct a discontinuous weak solution of (13). 
This problem is somewhat more complicated than the problem for (4) due to the structure 
of (13). Our traveling wave solution of (4) relied heavily on translation invariance of the equation 
and the use of phase plane techniques. Equation (13) is nonautonomous and does not admit use 
of these methods. Therefore, we will construct the weak solution directly, in the form 
UI(y), y<ys ,  (15) 
U(Y) = Us(y), y > Ys, 
where Ys is the shock position and UI(y) and U2(y) are classical solutions of (13). Solution (15) 
contains five parameters; UI(y) and U2(y) each have two constants of integration and the shock 
position Ys is likewise unknown. The left and right boundary conditions apply two restrictions on 
(15) (one each on UI(y) and U2(y)). The remaining conditions are all derived from the shock. As 
in the case of (4), discontinuous weak solutions of (13) require continuity of the potential function 
f(U) across the shock. The fourth condition on (15) is derived by writing (1) in conservation 
form as 
ut + qx = 0, (16) 
where the flux is given by q = -f(u)x. In this form, we may apply Whitham's derivation [9] of 
the motion of the shock xs = s(t) to yield 
ds [q] 
at [u] ' 
(17) 
where the brackets indicate the jump across the shock. This condition on the shock velocity was 
also derived by Pego [2] through considerations of a Stefan problem for (1). This equation states 
that the motion of the shock is driven by a jump in the flux across the discontinuity. We note 
that for our similarity solution s(t) = ysv/t and (17) reduces to the condition 
1 [D(U)U'] 
5ys = [U] (18) 
The final condition to uniquely determine (15) is given by the interracial energy term in (2); using 
singular perturbation analysis to study the shock layer, we will again obtain the leading order 
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balance (9) and the equal area rule (11) for the Cahn-Hi l l iard equation. We note that  different 
forms of the higher-order viscous terms can yield different shock layer condit ions. Specifically, for 
our numerical  s imulations of (1) using the conservative finite difference Crank-Nicholson scheme, 
there is a nonl inear fourth-order numerical viscosity introduced. Identical solution profiles and 
shock posit ions were obtained using several implicit  and explicit  schemes• Rather  surpris ingly 
for finite difference methods,  in this problem the shock and the outer solution are robust  and 
very well resolved to within some l imitat ions due to the spatial  discret izat ion (see F igure 6 for a 
comparison of the numerical  results to the theory).  
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Figure 6. Numerical solution of (1) (solid) and the weak similarity solution given by 
(14, 15) (dotted). 
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